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Paul Ezhilchelvan, Dylan Clarke and Antonio Di Ferdinando
Abstract—The paper addresses the problem of reliably multicasting messages within a cluster, with an advertised latency bound that
would be met with a preset confidence level. The system developed here offers, prior to an invocation, probabilistic guarantees on
reliability and latency bounds and, post invocation, strives to achieve the offer chosen by the application. Pre-invocation guarantees
enable destinations to instantly build useful common knowledge about delivered multicasts with a correctness probability close to one.
Design challenges arise due to communication delays being not entirely predictable and pre-invocation guarantees having to be made
based on what is feasible in the imminent future. They are addressed by attributing unforeseen delay fluctuations to random and non-
malicious perturbations termed as the noise. Cluster-based assessments find the system rarely failing to meet its obligation, and often
more robust and faster than the guarantees it offers. In addition to having design novelty and delivering useful functionality, the system
can be extended into high-throughput, low-cost ordering services essential for collaboration and state machine replication.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multicasting a message reliably to a group of processes
is a useful low-level service for building collaborative
applications and an essential one for accomplishing
fault-tolerance through replication. For example, both
primary-backup and state machine replication schemes
require it for disseminating state-updates and order-
ing information [1] respectively. Since every input to
replicated processing warrants this dissemination, the
average overhead incurred for multicasting influences,
perhaps even determines, the efficiency and energy con-
sumption of any long-running replicated system.
Major challenges to reliable multicasting are: packet
losses and an interrupting crash. The latter is a node
crash that occurs while the node is still trying to deliver
its packets to all destinations. The former are handled
through loss detection and selective re-transmissions [2].
Such efforts prolong the duration in which a multicasting
node needs to be active and increase the likelihood of a
crash turning into an interrupting one.
Literature on dependable distributed computing (e.g.,
[3]) focuses on node faults, of which crashes are the most
common. The behavior of a loss-tolerant communication
substratum is modeled typically in two distinct ways:
synchronous and asynchronous [4], [5] [6], [7].
In the synchronous model, communication delays be-
tween any pair of operative processes, or simply delays,
are bounded by a known constant; a violation of this
bound is a timing failure [8]. This model characterizes
environments wherein the maximum effort needed for
masking packet losses and the maximum load placed
on the network are bounded and known [9].
In the asynchronous model, delays are finite but can
vary arbitrarily. Hence, it is impossible to estimate a
delay bound deterministically; even if an estimate is
frequently re-calibrated based on past delay variations,
it may subsequently turn out to be incorrect. This model
is appropriate when the load on a connected network
or network connectivity pattern can vary unpredictably,
e.g., as in the Internet [10] and DTNs [11] respectively.
This paper focuses on communication environments
within computer clusters that are a key enabler for Dat-
acenters. A cluster has several server nodes connected by
high-speed networks and hosts distributed applications
that are executed in an elastic, on-demand manner. To
maintain availability in the presence of node crashes,
applications often have key services replicated on a small
group of nodes. For example, Chubby [12] is a replicated
lock manager service operating in Google’s clusters.
Our aim here is to build a multicasting service with
capabilities not just to be loss- and crash-tolerant but
also to (i) meet the bound that it promises on multicast
delivery time (latency) at the time of invocation with an
agreed level of certainty, (ii) achieve small latencies with
a low overhead when interrupting crashes do not occur,
and (iii) support efficient extensions into order-conscious
multicasting services.
Aim (i) imparts applications with a probabilistic com-
mon knowledge when they deliver a multicast. For
example, if a multicast m has been guaranteed a latency
bound L with probability λ, then any process delivering
m at (local) time t knows that no process delivers m after
t+L with the probability λ. The elastic and on-demand
nature of application hosting in a cluster means that the
load being placed on a cluster and the delays prevailing
within it, can vary over time and cannot be known fully
in advance. Accomplishing (i) thus requires proactive
measurements of recent delays and then predicting the
delays likely to prevail in near future.
Such prediction attempts are not conceptually compat-
ible with the asynchronous delay model in which past
delays have no known or deducible relation with future
ones; otherwise, a bound could be established. Conse-
quently, we find asynchronous protocols only guarantee-
ing eventual delivery with 100% certainty. So, we consider
2a different, yet appropriate, delay model that is not at
odds with predicting future delays. In this model, delays
are random variables whose statistical distribution can
vary arbitrarily over time and also be heavy-tailed.
Accomplishing (ii) is not possible without a mecha-
nism to detect either the interrupting crash or the ensu-
ing erroneous state in which some destinations have not
received a multicast m. In the absence of any such mech-
anism, small latencies are feasible only at a quadratic
message cost (O(n2)) paid even in the absence of crashes:
each destination multicasts every new m it receives as if
an interrupting crash had occurred and it were the only
one to receive m (see § 5.4.1 in [3]).
When delays are asynchronous or their distribution
is heavy-tailed, the canonical impossibility [13] holds:
a deterministic crash detection that terminates in finite
time is impossible. So, either the sender of m must subse-
quently multicast ’I-am-alive’ for timely crash suspicions
[14] or destinations must multicast nack/ack packets for
the erroneous state to be detected. Our reliable multicast
system, called RMSys for short, has a scheme similar to
the former; it has four features:
1) It periodically computes the packet loss probability
(q) and the distribution of delays observed;
2) Using enough proactive, redundant transmissions
for each m, it achieves a delivery reliability of R;
3) It chooses its timing parameters for the latency
bound L promised with probability λ; and,
4) The average message cost is linear (O(n)).
R, L and λ are quality of service (QoS) targets. (If none
is set by an application, RMSys assumes default targets.)
R and λ are probabilities that all operative destinations
receive m eventually and within L, respectively.
If q is large, more transmissions of m are needed
to meet a given target R. Even if q is very small but
non-zero, the number of transmissions needed to ensure
R = 100% is ∞. Hence, it is only possible to guarantee
either R = 1 for some unknown L (as in asynchronous
protocols) or R < 1 for a given L with λ < 1 (as in
RMSys). A guarantee of R = 1 for a finite L with λ = 1 is
not possible when nodes can crash and a deterministic
delay bound cannot be known; otherwise, contrary to
[13], timely crash detection would be possible.
RMSys lets a multicast m down if even one operative
destination either never delivers m (with probability
(1−R)) or delivers m with a latency larger than L (with
probability = (1− λ)). Our experiments (in § 7) indicate
that values such as R = 0.99995 and λ ≥ 0.9999 are
possible to achieve; that is, RMSys failures can be tuned
to be events of very small probabilities.
RMSys can be viewed as a synchronous multicast bus
with a known bound L, if any destination to which it
never delivers m or delivers m later than L, is regarded
as having suffered an omission or a timing failure re-
spectively; i.e., if the low-probability failures of RMSys
are ’blamed’ on correct destinations affected by them.
This logical view of RMSys is similar to the physical
context in which [15] develops the total order protocol,
Total (on Trans): a broadcast LAN connecting processes
with occasional timing and omission failures. Total re-
quires mostly a single broadcast for ordering a message
and, compared to its asynchronous counterparts, incurs
a smaller average computational load and offers a higher
throughput. Transis [16], [17] extends [15] to build a suite
of order-conscious multicasting services. These pioneer-
ing works suggest that the RMSys ’bus’ can similarly
be extended to meet our aim (iii) above. For space
reasons, this paper will not describe such feasible RMSys
extensions but will focus on RMSys design, validation of
design assumptions and performance evaluation.
Paper organization. Section 2 presents the rationale
behind our approach to RMSys design and Section 3
the system model and assumptions. In section 4, we
present the overall system architecture and the QoS
guarantees promised to applications; we consider two
forms of latency L: D and S when the source node
does not suffer or does suffer an interrupting crash,
respectively. Sections 5 and 6 respectively present the
multicast protocol and the estimation schema used for
computing the feasible QoS targets and the protocol
parameters appropriate for achieving them. In section
7, efficacy of the schema is studied through simulations
(§7.1) and a prototype implementation on a University
cluster (§7.2). Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
2 DELAY MODEL AND DESIGN APPROACH
The set of applications hosted at any moment within a
cluster, i.e., the cluster load, can vary over time. Clusters
are also managed hosting systems: their compute and
storage resources are matched, at some level, against
hosting requests and vice versa. So, we assume that the
load varies within limits that let the hosted applications
maintain meaningful QoS to their end users.
A hosted application stresses the communication sub-
system (CS) by invoking send operations at arbitrary mo-
ments. When several applications simultaneously stress
the CS, which is more likely as the load increases,
the packet propagation delays, comprising queuing and
transmission delays, tend to be longer. So, we model
packet propagation as a stochastic process that assigns a
random delay value to each packet entrusted to CS, with
the probability of assigning a larger value increasing as
the load increases. Moreover, packets may be lost and a
lost packet in our model is assigned a delay value of ∞.
If the load and the loss rate remain constant across
two consecutive time intervals, the probability density
function (pdf) of delays during these intervals is as-
sumed to be identical: a given delay value has the same
likelihood of being assigned in both intervals. That is,
packet propagation becomes a stationary stochastic pro-
cess. RMSys applies this stationary hypothesis even if the
load and the failure rate are not constant. It then seeks
to compensate for this approximation while estimating
feasible QoS targets. These aspects are explained below.
At any time t, two epochs are defined: recent past
RPt and near future NFt. RPt is an observation period
3terminating at t; its duration is chosen by the protocol
and can be arbitrarily long. NFt is the period of some
unknown, possibly shorter, duration in which delivering
a multicast m that has been initiated at t, completes.
RMSys records the delays experienced and the losses
occurred during RPt; if QoS targets for m are to be esti-
mated at t, the delay distribution and the loss probability
observed during RPt is assumed to hold also during
NFt. However, the magnitude and variations of the load
during NFt could be substantially different, e.g., due to
the load increasing abruptly at or soon after t.
We view load variations during RPt and NFt as an
undesirable ’noise’ and the average cluster load during
RPt as the ’signal’ that is ideally preferred to prevail
as the only constant load during both RPt and NFt.
Similar to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we define signal-
to-load ratio SLR at any moment in RPt or NFt as:
log10(average load during RPtload at that moment ). If, during NFt, SLR is more
often negative than positive, then large delay values are
more likely than observed during RPt; i.e., the stationary
approximation leads to an optimistic delay prediction;
otherwise, prediction tends to be pessimistic.
Recall that the estimation schema computes affordable
QoS targets based on delays predicted for NFt. Its
derivation does not involve computing SLR but merely
taking approximations for analytical tractability which
are deliberately chosen to be pessimistic. Thus, if the ef-
fects of negative SLR during NFt are within the margins
effected by tractability approximations, the QoS targets
would be met; otherwise, not. On the other hand, the
targets will be exceeded, if SLR ≥ 0 during NFt: RMSys
will accomplish a delivery reliability larger than R and
a latency bound smaller than L (or, equivalently, the
promised bound L with a certainty greater than λ). Sub-
sections §7.1 and §7.2 study the effects of tractability
approximations when both the epochs have an identical
delay distribution and experience noise, respectively.
3 SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider a distributed system of n, n > 1, crash-
prone nodes that are indexed as 0, 1, . . . , (n − 1) for
convenient relative ordering. Nodes are connected by
a communication sub-system (CS, for short) that facili-
tates packet-level, 1-to-many (multicast) communication.
These facilities are assumed to be implemented using
UDP or IP multicast services.
The network of CS is assumed to suffer only transient
faults of non-malicious origins, such as router conges-
tions and transmission interferences, which, after having
occurred at a given location, would disappear after
a while. In particular, we do not consider permanent
network-level partitioning of nodes.
A network fault can cause packets being lost or cor-
rupted en-route. The latter is assumed to be detectable
and a corrupt packet is discarded when it arrives at a
destination. Thus, a corrupt packet is counted as lost and
any packet received at a destination is a copy of what
has been sent. Two assumptions are made about losses
and delays in packet-level communication.
Propagation Reliability: The probability that a packet is
lost between a pair of operative nodes is bounded by q >
0 whose estimate, computed using the measurements of
packet losses occurred in the recent past, remains valid
for the duration of a multicast operation being initiated.
Propagation Delay: When packets are not lost, their
propagation delay between any pair of operative nodes
is a random variable whose statistical distribution, com-
puted using the delay measurements taken in the recent
past, remains valid for the duration of a multicast oper-
ation being initiated.
Fig. 1. RMSys Architecture
Our reliable multicasting system, called the RMSys
for short, works on top of CS, as shown in Figure
1. It supports applications to spontaneously submit a
multicast request together with quality of service (QoS)
requirements on reliability and latency of multicast de-
livery. RMSys assesses (pessimistically) whether the QoS
requested is currently affordable and, if so, determine
the values for the multicasting protocol parameters.
Requests made with unaffordable QoS requirements are
returned to applications (see Figure 1). RMSys uses two
primitives supported by CS:
• multicast(pkt) to transmit a packet (pkt) to one or
more destinations, and
• receive(pkt) for handing over a packet received from
the network.
Similarly, RMSys supports the following primitives:
• the primitive RMReq(m) allows the local application
process(es) to submit a request for reliably multicas-
ting a message m together with QoS requirements,
• the primitive RMcast(m) is invoked for reliably mul-
ticasting m if QoS requirements specified in RM-
Req(m) are found to be affordable, and
• RMDeliver() delivers a RMcast message destined for
local application(s) and is a blocking primitive.
Note that m can be of arbitrary size, requiring it to be
fragmented into several packets before being multicast()
and assembled before RMDeliver() (see Figure 1).
4To simplify presentation, we assume that each of the
n nodes hosts one application process which RMcasts its
messages to all other processes. The multicast address
used may be a single group address (with the group
size, n, known) or a list of unicast addresses.
A process within node i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1, is denoted as pi.
It is assumed to either function as per the specification
or fail by crashing. A process crashes when its host node
crashes which can occur at any moment. We assume that
all n nodes are initially operative. Nodes that do not
crash throughout system lifetime are called reliable.
4 RMSYS GUARANTEES AND ARCHITECTURE
We start with establishing some terminology, including
the definition of a correct process in the context of
an invocation of RMcast(m). The process that invokes
RMcast() for message m is referred to as the originator
of m. The invocation initiates an execution of a protocol,
called RMcast, for m. Any destination that receives m is
also called upon to execute RMcast for m. The originator
of m and the destinations that execute RMcast for m are
said to be RMcasting m.
RMcast protocol is designed such that its execution
for any m always completes in finite time unless the exe-
cuting process crashes. Thus, an invocation of RMcast(m)
eventually ends with the terminal configuration in which
(i) each process that is RMcasting m has either completed
RMcast execution for m or crashed before completion,
and (ii) each packet related to RMcasting of m is either
lost or received by all operative destinations.
Let t denote the time when the originator of m invoked
RMcast(m) and t + E, 0 < E 6= ∞, the earliest instance
when the terminal configuration is reached.
Definition: Correct Process. In the context of m being
RMcast, a process is termed to be correct if it does not
crash until either it completes RMcast execution for m
or until t+ E.
By definition, a reliable destination (which never
crashes) is correct even if it does not receive, hence not
execute RMcast for, m; further, a process that completes
RMcast execution for m and then crashes before t+E, is
also correct.
Definition: Crashed Process. In the context of m being
RMcast, a process that is not correct is called crashed. It
either received m but crashed before completing RMcast
or crashed before t+E without ever receiving m.
A terminal configuration can have some correct desti-
nations that did not receive m. It occurs if an interrupt-
ing crash prevents m from being transmitted to these
destinations and/or packet losses prevent m from being
received by them.
Consider the class of invocations of RMcast(m) in
which every process executing RMcast for m crashes
before completing the execution. An example: the origi-
nator crashes immediately after invoking RMcast(m) and
a few destinations that receive m from the originator also
crash soon after receiving m. No correct process may
receive m in these executions. Since RMSys guarantees
are concerned only with correct processes, we ignore
such executions and consider only
Invocations of Interest: From the perspective of RM-
Sys guarantees, only those invocations of RMcast(m) in
which at least one process completes its execution of
RMcast for m are deemed to be of interest.
4.1 Reliable Multicast Guarantees
On Multicast Reliability
• If m is RMcast or RMDelivered by a correct process,
then all correct destinations RMDeliver m with a
probability at least as large as R which the RMSys
has evaluated in advance as affordable.
On Delivery Latencies
RMSys defines latency as the maximum duration
within which two correct processes take possession of
m. The originator takes possession of m when it invokes
RMcast(m) and a destination when it RMDelivers m.
When the originator is correct, the resulting latency
is called the direct latency, since a destination can po-
tentially receive m (i.e., all packets of m) directly from
the originator; otherwise, it is termed as the secondary
latency, as some destinations may have to receive some
or all packets of m from another destination, a sec-
ondary source, which disseminates m, like a ’deutero-
originator’, on behalf of the crashed originator.
• (D, ∆). The interval between a correct originator in-
voking RMcast(m) and the earliest instance when all
correct destinations RMDeliver m, does not exceed
D with a probability at least as large as ∆ which the
RMSys has evaluated in advance as affordable.
• (S, Σ). If the originator of m is not correct and
if a correct destination RMDelivers m, all correct
destinations RMDeliver m within the interval S with
a probability at least as large as Σ which the RMSys
has evaluated in advance as affordable.
∆ and Σ tend to increase as D and S increase respec-
tively; in the limit (D →∞, S →∞), ∆ = Σ = R.
On Notification of Originator Crash
Following the RMDelivery of m, local application pro-
cesses are also notified, exactly once, whether the orig-
inator of m is crashed or not. Since delays cannot be
bounded with certainty and the notification issued is
irreversible, the latter can be inaccurate at a given desti-
nation and also be inconsistent at different destinations.
(Consistency across destinations requires solving consen-
sus [13], [1].) So, a notification includes the probability
of it being false positive or false negative.
• A crash notification includes the probability + that
a correct originator is notified as crashed.
• A no-crash notification includes the probability −
that a crashed originator is notified as correct.
RMSys Guarantees and Ordered Delivery
A correct originator that invoked RMcast(m) at (local)
time t knows that all correct destinations RMDeliver
5m (with probability R) and by (local) time t+D (with
probability ∆); a correct destination that RMDelivers m
at time t knows that all correct destinations RMDeliver
m (with probability R) and by t+S (with probability Σ)
or by t+D (with probability ∆) if originator crash is or is
not notified, respectively. This ability to deduce a prob-
abilistic common knowledge from local events supports
easy extensions towards ordered multicast delivery.
Say, multicast delivery (to applications) must preserve
causal order [18]. A causal layer may be implemented
on top of RMSys by handling RMDelivered messages
and RMcast invocations as described below. For every
causally delivered m’, t next is set max{t next, t + L}
where L = S or D if a crash was or was not notified
when m’ was RMDelivered at t; a causal multicast request
for m results in RMcasting of m only at or after t next;
and, an RMDelivered m’ is not delivered until after every
preceding m from the same originator is delivered or
after t + L. Causal delivery is achieved with a high
probability when R, ∆ and Σ are chosen to be close 1.
Similarly, probabilistic total-order delivery can be ob-
tained by (i) time-stamping m with a synchronized clock
during RMcast(m), and (ii) delivering every m’ that is
RMDelivered at (synchronized) time t, as per its time-
stamp at t+ max{D, S}. (More discussions in [19].)
4.2 RMSys Components and Interaction
RMSys is made up of three components as shown in
Figure 1. The Reliable Multicast Component, RMC for
short, implements the protocol RMcast. The Network
Measurement Component (NMC) periodically measures
CS performance (at packet level) in terms of loss proba-
bility (q) and delay distribution; the algorithms of NMC
are described in Section 7.2. Finally, the Evaluation Com-
ponent (EC) uses the estimation schema (details in § 6)
to analytically evaluate the feasibility of QoS guarantees
requested by applications.
An application specifies its QoS requirements within
RMReq(m) in terms of the values it desires for {R, D, ∆,
S, Σ}. EC uses the size of m to estimate the number (pi)
of packets m needs to be fragmented into, and evaluates
whether it can provide the QoS requested for m. If so,
EC sets the values for RMcast parameters in the control
fields of m and then invokes RMcast(m) (see Figure 1). If
not, RMReq(m) is rejected, together with the affordable
QoS guarantees so that RMReq(m) may be re-submitted
with revised requirements.
If R is not specified (in RMReq(m)), EC assumes a
default value; if ∆ and Σ are omitted, appropriate values
for them are worked out if D and S have been specified,
and vice versa. If no QoS metric is specified, the default
values for R, ∆ and Σ are assumed and the rest are
worked out. Thus, whenever EC invokes RMcast(m), m
has in its control fields the affordable QoS metrics.
5 RMCAST PROTOCOL
For simplicity, let us initially assume that m is a single-
packet message, and postpone considering multi-packet
m. (So, fragment/assembly parts are omitted for now.)
RMcast protocol has four features called Redundancy,
Responsiveness, Selection and Notification.
(a) An invocation of RMcast(m) leads to m being mul-
ticast more than once (Redundancy).
(b) The responsibility for redundantly multicasting m
initially rests with the originator of m, but may
devolve to a destination, and then to another, in
consequence of crashes, packet losses or excessive
delays (Responsiveness).
(c) In the event of such a devolution, a decision pro-
cedure attempts to select exactly one process to
complete redundant multicasting of m (Selection).
(d) The local application that is RMDelivered of m is
informed whether the originator of m should be
regarded as correct or crashed (Notification).
Redundancy: It is controlled by two parameters. An
integer, ρ, ρ ≥ 1, specifies the level of redundancy; the
originator of m (if correct) multicasts m ρ+1 times; these
multicasts are numbered 0, 1, . . . , ρ and are indicated by
the message field m.copy. Secondly, the interval between
consecutive multicasts is of fixed length and is specified
by η; that length is chosen to be as small as possible,
but sufficiently large to make any dependencies between
consecutive multicasts negligible.
Responsiveness: If the originator of m is not cor-
rect, i.e., crashes before it can complete ρ+ 1 multicasts,
destination processes respond by taking over the respon-
sibility of completing (at least) ρ + 1 multicasts upon
themselves, i.e., start acting as disseminators. To facilitate
this takeover, each copy of m being multicast has fields
m.originator and m.disseminator; these specify the index of
the originator, and the index of the process that actually
multicast that m, respectively. The values of m.originator
and m.disseminator will be the same when the originator
itself multicasts m.
A destination process that receives m such that
m.copy = k < ρ, must be prepared to become a dissemi-
nator for m if necessary. It does so by setting a timeout
interval of length η + ω, with some suitable value of ω
which accounts for ‘jitter’. If copy k+1 of m arrives from
the disseminator of copy k before the timeout expires,
then all is well with that disseminator; the destination
process sets a new timeout of η + ω for the next copy
(if k + 1 < ρ). Otherwise, it pessimistically assumes that
the disseminator has crashed while multicasting copy k
of m, and that it is the only process to have received
copy k of m. It therefore responds by appointing itself as
disseminator for copies k, k + 1, . . . , ρ.
However, m.disseminator may not in fact have crashed;
copy k+1 of m may just be delayed longer or lost; more-
over, even if m.disseminator has crashed, this destination
process may not be the only one that has observed the
crash. In order to avoid multiple destinations becoming
disseminators unnecessarily, a further random wait, ζ,
uniformly distributed on (0, η), is added to the timeout
interval η+ω. If a copy number k or higher is not received
6before the expiration of ζ, this destination appoints itself
as a disseminator. Otherwise it sets a new timeout of
η+ω. Note that the random wait cannot, by itself, ensure
that exactly one destination emerges as a disseminator.
Selection: The protocol guards against multiple
processes continuing to act as disseminators at the same
time. A seniority order amongst processes is defined and
the junior ones relinquish disseminating m when they
observe a senior one doing the same. Let k′ and k be the
largest copy number multicast by disseminators pj (the
process with index j) and pi, respectively. pj is senior to
pi (i) if k′ = k and pj is either the originator of m or a
destination with j < i; or, (ii) if k′ > k.
Thus, a disseminator pi, whose latest multicast has
been copy k of m, relinquishes its disseminating role
when:
1. it receives m with m.copy = k and either
m.disseminator < i or m.disseminator = m.originator; or,
2. pi receives m with m.copy > k, indicating that it has
missed one or more copies of m and that another process
is closer to completing the protocol. Observe that the
originator, if correct, is always closer to completing the
protocol than any destination acting as the disseminator
due to the latter (i) using a larger timeout (η + ω + ζ)
and (ii) having to start its act by multicasting the largest
copy number it has received thus far.
A consequence of one process relinquishing the dis-
seminator role for another process is that other processes
may have to change the disseminator from whom the
next copy of m is expected. The following situation calls
for such a change.
Suppose that pi has received copy k and has set a
timeout expecting a copy k+1 from pj . If pi observes that
a process senior to pj is disseminating m, then it has to
reset that timeout and wait to receive the next expected
copy of m from that senior process. This is because when
pj observes the same senior process in action, it would
relinquish its disseminating role.
Notification: As soon as a copy of m is re-
ceived from the originator, i.e., with m.disseminator =
m.originator, a no-crash notification is made if no notifica-
tion has yet been made; on the other hand, if no copy of
m has ever arrived from the originator for D time after
m has been first received, then a crash notification is
issued. The scheme is obviously biased towards issuing
a no-crash notification. As will be shown in §6.3, −,
the probability of a no-crash notification being false,
is indeed very small: smaller than the probability of a
working node crashing in the next few minutes.
5.1 Protocol Details
As described in subsection 4.2, EC invokes RMcast(m)
after having set m.ρ and m.pi to values which it has
estimated, and m.η and m.ω to values it used for la-
tency estimations. The invocation sets m.originator to
the originator identifier and m.sequenceNo to the source
sequence number assigned to m. (These fields together
uniquely identify m and are collectively referred to
as m.id.) Then, the Redundancy feature is implemented
after m.disseminator is set to originator identifier: (ρ +
1) multicasts of m are made by repeatedly invoking
msg transmit(m) with m.copy = 0, 1, . . . , ρ.
Function msg transmit(m) is a part of RMcast protocol
(see figure 1). It fragments the supplied m into m.pi
packets and multicasts each packet. During fragmenta-
tion, a packet of m inherits all RMcast-specific control
and parameter fields of m and is additionally given a
sequence number pktSeqNo.
Function msg receive(m) is the counterpart of
msg transmit(m) operating at a destination end. It
receives packets from CS, assembles them into m
(trivial, when m.pi = 1), and the assembled m is
passed onto the RMDeliver() part of the protocol.
msg transmit() and msg receive() are supported by the
fragment/assembly sub-component of RMC and their
details will follow shortly when m.pi > 1 is taken up.
The RMDeliver() is made up of two concurrently exe-
cuted sub-parts. The first sub-part handles a msg received
m in one or more of the following four aspects:
• if m is being msg received for the first time, it is
delivered to the local application and timeout1 is
set for duration D (for issuing notification);
• if m.disseminator = m.originator and if no notifi-
cation has been issued yet, a no-crash notification is
issued and timeout1 is cancelled;
• if m.copy = ρ, seen ρ is set to true; if a notification
has already been issued, execution for m terminates;
• timeout2 is set for η + ω, if seen ρ is not true and
either (i) m.disseminator is found to be senior to
the disseminator from which m was expected to
be msg received (see Selection) or (ii) m.copy and
m.disseminator are as expected (see Responsiveness).
The second sub-part handles expiration of timeouts.
Expiry of timeout2 leads to implementation of Respon-
siveness provisions. When timeout1 expires, a crash noti-
fication is issued if none has been issued yet; moreover,
the execution is terminated if m.copy = ρ has already
been either msg transmitted or msg received. Appendix A
presents and explains the pseudo-code.
Three remarks are in order. When m is msg received for
the first time, it is delivered to applications irrespective
of its m.disseminator and m.copy. Secondly, notification
is issued no later than timeout1 = D time after m is
delivered to applications. Finally, protocol execution is
terminated once notification is issued and m.copy = ρ
is either msg transmitted or msg received. So, termination
can occur without some, or even all, of the copy numbers
smaller than ρ being msg received; e.g., a destination
msg receiving copy ρ for the first time from the origi-
nator, will deliver m, issue (no-crash) notification and
terminate the execution.
5.2 Extension for Multi-packet Message
We will now consider that pi > 1 and de-
scribe msg transmit(m) and msg receive(m). Function
7msg transmit(m) fragments m into m.pi packets and mul-
ticasts each packet using the CS primitive multicast(pkt).
Each packet pkt carries its fragmentation number in
its field pkt.z, 1 ≤ pkt.z ≤ pi, and the value of pi in
pkt.zmx. Additionally, it carries all protocol-specific fields
of m from which it was fragmented. Let the fields of a
packet which carry m.id, m.copy and m.disseminator be
denoted as pkt.id, pkt.copy and pkt.disseminator, respec-
tively. Note that these three fields and pkt.z uniquely
identify a packet; when the former three are obvious
from the context, we identify a packet simply as: pktpkt.z .
For each of the pi packets of m, multicast() is invoked
in the order of pkt.z at ηp interval between consecutive
invocations. ηp, ηp×(pi−1) < η, needs to be large enough
to render any dependencies between consecutive packet
multicasts to be negligible.
Function msg receive(m) stores in pkt store all those
packets posted by CS (using receive(pkt) - see Fig 1). It
assembles m once all distinct pi packets with pkt.id =
m.id are present in pkt store.
The assembled m takes its m.copy and m.disseminator
values from pkt.copy and pkt.disseminator respectively
of the pith packet used in assembling that m. This
is because the pith packet is multicast last in the
msg transmission of m; so, receiving it indicates that
multicasting of all other preceding packets have been
completed, and their non-reception, if any, can only be
attributed to transmission losses and not to the crash of
a multicasting process.
A consequence of the pith packet supplying m.copy
and m.disseminator values to an assembled m is that
it can be used only once for assembling m; soon after
its single use, it is discarded from pkt store. So, each
assembled m has unique combination of values for
m.copy and m.disseminator. The packets with pkt.z < pi
can be re-used. This also means that the duplicates
of pkt.z < pi can be discarded upon reception. Ap-
pendix A also presents and explains the pseudo-code
for msg transmit(m) and msg receive(m).
5.3 A Protocol Property
We present a property that holds in all invocations
of ‘interest’ (see Section 4). It is central to analytically
estimating reliability and latency probabilities. Let us
first define a msg transmission as crash-free if it is not
interrupted by the crash of the msg transmitting process,
and as crash-interrupted otherwise.
The Property. Following an invocation of RMcast(m)
which leads to at least one disseminator completing the
protocol execution, copy k of m is msg transmitted crash-
free at least once, for every k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ρ− 1.
Discussions. Each copy (including copy ρ) is
msg transmitted at least once, when the originator
is correct which itself msg transmits each copy once.
Further, some destinations may msg transmit some
copies of m due to Responsiveness provisions.
The property also holds if the originator crashes while
msg transmitting copy ρ. Theorem 1 of Appendix B
provides the arguments for the only remaining case
of the originator crashing during or straight after its
msg transmission of copy k′, 0 ≤ k′ ≤ ρ−1. It uses the fact
that when a destination msg transmits copy k, k > k′, it
must have earlier msg transmitted copy (k−1) crash-free.
Remark: Following an invocation of interest, it is possi-
ble to have a scenario in which no msg transmission of
copy ρ is crash-free. The combination of events which
gives rise to this scenario is discussed below.
By the property, at least ρ crash-free msg transmissions
(at least one for each copy 0, . . . , ρ−1) occur prior to the
scenario. Let these earlier, crash-free msg transmissions
divide the correct destinations into two mutually exclu-
sive sets C and C’, consisting of those that msg received
m for some m.copy < ρ and those that never msg received
m for any m.copy < ρ, respectively.
For all msg transmissions of copy ρ to be crash-
interrupted, none of these msg transmissions could have
been made by anyone in C or C’. Moreover, each desti-
nation in C must msg receive copy ρ; otherwise, it would
msg transmit copy ρ. Thus, the scenario occurs when (i)
crashes block, if at all, msg transmissions of copy ρ only
to those in C’, and (ii) packet losses do not prevent
those in C from msg receiving copy ρ when the latter is
msg transmitted to each in C.
6 ANALYTICAL ESTIMATIONS
For analytical tractability, four realistic approximations
are taken; all but the second are pessimistic and tend to
underestimate the achievable R, ∆ (for a given D) and
Σ (for a given S). The fourth approximation is relevant
only for estimating the secondary latency probabilities
and its statement is deferred for now.
Approximation 1. In all invocations of interest, there are
exactly (ρ+ 1) crash-free msg transmissions of m.
The property ensures that at least ρ crash-free
msg transmissions occur. Due to Responsiveness pro-
vision, (ρ + 1) or more crash-free msg transmissions
can occur, particularly if the originator crashes before
msg transmitting copy ρ. When more than (ρ+ 1) crash-
free msg transmissions do occur, the approximation pes-
simistically ignores the additional ones.
However, if exactly one crash-free msg transmission is
to occur for every copy k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ρ−1, then Approxima-
tion 1 assumes that one crash-free msg transmission also
occurs for copy ρ. That is, the joint probability of zero
crash-free msg transmission for copy ρ (see the remark
above) and exactly one for every other copy, is assumed
to be negligibly small and ignored.
Approximation 2. Packet losses occur independent of
destinations.
Approximation 3. The originator’s invocation of
msg transmit(m), for any m.copy = k, made at time
t results in all pi packets of the kth copy of m being
multicast in parallel at time t+ ηp(pi − 1).
86.1 Delivery Reliability
Let the ρ + 1 crash-free msg transmissions of m in Ap-
proximation 1 be enumerated according to the order of
their occurrences as Tα, 0 ≤ α ≤ ρ. Let a given Tα
disseminate copy Cα, 0 ≤ Cα ≤ ρ. Each distinct Tα need
not disseminate distinct Cα, unless all Tα are of a correct
originator’s. Since RMDelivery(m) occurs irrespective of
m.copy of the newly msg received m, we will assume in
this sub-section that Cα = α; i.e., T0 does copy 0, T1 does
copy 1, so on. This allows Cα and α to be replaced by
the familiar term copy k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ρ.
Following Tk, a destination assembles copy k if it
receives (i) the pith packet of copy k, and (ii) those
amongst the first (pi − 1) packets which did not reach
the destination in any of the k earlier msg transmissions,
if k > 0: 0, . . . , (k − 1). The expected number of packets
in latter category is (pi − 1)qk, given that q is the loss
probability for a packet transmitted to a destination.
Let ck denote the expected number of packets to be
received from the msg transmission of copy k so that a
destination can assemble copy k of m.
ck = (pi − 1)qk + 1,∀k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ρ (1)
The above equation has 1 to account for the pith packet
of copy k and ck is always 1 when pi = 1.
Let Qk denote the probability that a correct destination
is not able to assemble copy k, i.e., the probability that
one or more of the ck packets are lost. When packets
transmitted are lost independent of each other,
Qk = 1− (1− q)ck (2)
The probability r that all correct processes assem-
ble at least one copy of m after ρ + 1 crash-free
msg transmissions, is:
r = [1−
ρ∏
k=0
Qk]n−1 (3)
Note that Q0 ≥ Q1 ≥ Q2 . . . ≥ Qρ. So, as ρ increases,∏ρ
k=0Qk decreases and r increases. Moreover, when
destinations act as disseminators, the reliability achieved
can only be larger than r estimated by (3). So, EC should
choose the smallest value of ρ such that r ≥ R.
6.2 Delivery Latencies
Direct Latency (D)
Let δD denote the probability that all correct destinations
RMDeliver m by time t + D, given that the originator
invokes RMcast(m) at time t and remains correct.
With a correct originator, Approximation 1 disregards
the possibility of destinations acting as disseminators;
Cα = α = k for 0 ≤ α, k ≤ ρ holds and is no longer
an assumption. However, when more destinations act as
disseminators, RMDelivery by destinations is accelerated,
D tends to be smaller, and not considering these possi-
bilities only under-estimates δD for a given D.
Let ξ be the random variable representing the trans-
mission time of a packet from a given source to a given
destination, given that the packet is not lost. The prob-
ability, h(x), that a packet does not reach a destination
within time x, is equal to
h(x) = q + (1− q)P(ξ > x). (4)
By definition, if x ≤ 0 then P(ξ > x) = h(x) = 1; also, as
x > 0 increases, P(ξ > x) and h(x) tend to decrease.
Let Ξk be the random variable representing the inter-
val between the moment a given source simultaneously
multicasts all packets of copy k of m and the moment
a destination is able to assemble that copy. Given that
a destination needs to receive ck packets for composing
copy k and considering only those ck packets of interest:
Ξk = max[Ξk1 ,Ξ
k
2 , . . . ,Ξ
k
ck
]. (5)
where Ξki represents the transmission time experi-
enced by ith, 1 ≤ i ≤ ck, arriving packet. When all
packets of a given copy are multicast simultaneously,
P(Ξk ≤ x) = P(Ξk1 ≤ x)× . . .× P(Ξkck ≤ x) =
= [P(ξ ≤ x)]ck (6)
Therefore,
P(Ξk > x) = 1− [P(ξ ≤ x)]ck (7)
The probability hk(x) that copy k of m is not composed
at a destination within time x after the simultaneous
multicasting of the packets will be:
hk(x) = Qk + (1−Qk)P(Ξk > x), (8)
By Approximation 3, the simultaneous multicasting of
all packets of copy k of m occurs (pi − 1)ηp time after
msg transmit(m) is invoked for copy k. So, hk(x− (pi −
1)ηp) is the probability that copy k of m is not composed
at a destination within time x after msg transmit() on
that copy is invoked.
Consequently, the probability gD that a given destina-
tion does not assemble m by time t + D in any of the
ρ+ 1 crash-free msg transmissions invoked at t, t+ η, . . .,
t+ ρη is:
gD =
ρ∏
k=0
hk(D − kη − (pi − 1)ηp). (9)
Hence, the probability, δD, that every destination re-
ceives at least one copy of the message within a latency
interval of length D is equal to
δD = (1− gD)n−1 . (10)
If some of the destinations have crashed before t, then
(10) is an underestimate of the probability that all correct
destinations receive at least one copy with latency D.
This is so because the term (1 − gD) would then be
9raised to a lower power, which would make the resulting
probability larger.
When x in (8) increases, hk(x) tends to decrease.
Hence, as D increases, gD tends to decrease; (1 − gD)
and δD tend to increase. So, an RMReq(m) request of
(D, ∆) is assessed as follows.
It is deemed to be achievable if δD evaluated by
(10) satisfies δD ≥ ∆; otherwise it is not. If only ∆ is
specified and not D, the latter is chosen to be the largest
value such that gD > 1 − ( (n−1)
√
∆). (Recall that when
RMReq(m) does not specify both ∆ and D, EC takes a
default value for ∆.)
When x → ∞, by (7) and (8), P(Ξk > x) = 0 and
hk(x) = Qk. So, as D in (9) becomes very large, gD
approaches [
∏ρ
k=0Qk]
n−1 and, from (3) and (10), δD
approaches r. Therefore, a specified or default ∆ must
be: 0 < ∆ < R.
Secondary Latency (S)
Suppose that at a given moment, t, t ≥ 0, a given
correct destination process, pi, assembles copy k of m.
Of interest is the probability, uk(S), that all other correct
processes assemble at least one copy of m within S, i.e.,
before time t+S, given that the originator is not correct.
The implication of pi receiving copy number k is that
the originator had completed multicasting all packets of
copy 0 no later than time t − kη in the past, and has
made at least k+ 1 msg transmissions (0 . . . k), of which
at least k are crash-free. Consider a correct pj that is
different from the originator and also from pi.
Estimation of uk(S) will make the following assump-
tions that lead to an under-estimation: (i) the originator
crashes before it can msg transmit copy k + 1, k + 1 ≤ ρ,
and, (ii) pi is the only destination to act as the dissemi-
nator and does so only after originator’s crash. In reality,
there are likely to be several such pi; moreover, the larger
the value of k, the larger is that likelihood. So, we make:
Approximation 4. pi invoking a msg transmission of copy
k of m at time t leads to all pi packets of copy k being
multicast in parallel at time t+ ηp(pi−1)(k+2) .
The probability, gk(S), that pj will not assemble a
copy of m before time t + S due to any of the k + 1
msg transmissions by the originator, is:
gk(S) <
k∏
a=0
h(k−a)(S + aη) , (11)
where h(k−a)(x) is given by (8). The right-hand side of
(11) is the conditional probability that all of the following
events occur given that pi assembles copy k at t: pj will
not assemble copy number k before time t + S (whose
probability cannot be larger than hk(S)), not assemble
copy number k−1 before t+S (whose probability cannot
be larger than hk−1(S+ 1η)), . . ., and not assemble copy
0 before t + S (whose probability cannot be larger than
h0(S + kη)).
In addition, if k < ρ, pj may assemble any of the copies
k, k + 1, . . . , ρ due to msg transmissions by pi. These
msg transmissions are invoked at times t+η+ω+ζ, t+η+
ω+ ζ+η, . . ., t+η+ω+ ζ+(ρ−k)η. Since ζ is uniformly
distributed on (0, η), we pessimistically replace ζ by η.
The probability, g˜k(S), that pj will not assemble any
of these copies from pi before time t+S is thus approx-
imated by
g˜k(S) =
ρ−k∏
a=0
h(k+a)(S− (a+ 2)η−ω− (pi − 1)ηp(k + a+ 2)) . (12)
Note that g˜k(S) = 1 if k = ρ, as pi will not act as a
disseminator if it msg receives copy k = ρ.
Thus, a pessimistic estimate for the conditional prob-
ability, uk(S), that the secondary latency is S, given that
a given correct process RMDelivers m by msg receiving
copy number k, is given by
uk(S) = [1− gk(S)g˜k(S)]n−2 . (13)
A pessimistic estimate for the conditional probability,
σS , that the secondary latency is S, given that a correct
process RMDelivers m by msg receiving any copy, is ob-
tained by taking the smallest of the above probabilities:
σS = min[u0(S), u1(S), . . . , uρ(S)] . (14)
This quantity is used in deciding whether a request,
stated in terms of probability Σ and secondary latency S,
is affordable or not: the request is affordable if σS ≥ Σ.
Intuitively, one would expect the minimum in the right-
hand side of (14) to occur for k = 0, so that σS = u0(S).
Indeed, this has been the case in all examples evaluated.
6.3 Notification Accuracy
False Positive Notification. For a destination pi to notify
that a correct originator is crashed, two events must
occur. First, pi assembles at least one copy of m; secondly,
pi does not receive any pith packet from the originator
until D time after it has assembled m for the first time.
Let pi assemble m for the first time at t by using the
pith packet of, say, copy k multicast by some destination.
The (correct) originator could not have multicast its pith
packets for copies k and 0 any later than t− (η+ω) and
t− (kη + η + ω), respectively. So, the probability that pi
receives no pith packet from the originator before t+D,
given that it assembles copy k at t, is:
+k <
ρ∏
a=0
h(D + (k − a)η + η + ω) , (15)
where h(x) is given by (4). So, the probability that a
notification is false positive is:
+ < max[+0, +1, . . . , +ρ] = +ρ . (16)
False Negative Notification. For a destination pi to notify
that a crashed originator is correct, two events must
occur. First, pi must assemble at least one copy of m
using the pith packet received from the originator. Sec-
ondly, the originator must crash before it can complete
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RMcast(m) that it has started; i.e., in a duration of less
than ρη time. The product of two probabilities on (0, 1) is
smaller than each individual one. So, − is smaller than
the probability that a node crashes during an interval of
length ρη. If time-to-failure (TTF) of nodes is assumed
to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/γ,
− < 1− e−γ(ρη) . (17)
− is quite small due to large TTF; e.g., even if TTF is
just a day, − < 0.14% when ρη = 120 seconds.
7 SYSTEM EVALUATION
The efficacy of RMSys in vetting and then meeting
the application specified QoS requirements is examined
using simulations and a prototype implementation that
ran continuously for 36 hours over a university cluster.
Simulation experiments do not allow noise and portray
the the worst-case under-estimation of reliability and
latency probabilities due to approximations taken in the
analytical estimations. Cluster-based experiments, on the
other hand, expose the (in)adequacy of the approxima-
tions in coping with the noise that afflicted the cluster
during the 36-hour trial period. These two classes of
experiments thus examine the validity of the RMSys
design approach described in Section 2.
7.1 Simulation Experiments
A simulation experiment for a given set of parameter
values consists of 10000 simulation runs, each using a
different random number stream. The observed δD is
the fraction of these 10000 runs in which all correct
destinations receive m within D; similarly, the observed
σS is the fraction of runs in which all correct destinations
receive m within S when the originator is not correct.
The following parameters are fixed in all simulation
experiments. The value of n at 10. Packet propagation
delays are exponentially distributed with mean d = 1
millisecond (ms); the jitter ω = 1 ms; the packet loss
probability q = 5% and η = 4.6 ms when pi = 1.
Recall that the η interval is to minimize dependencies
between consecutive msg transmissions and the following
rationale was applied in choosing its value. For expo-
nentially distributed delays with mean d, the probability
(α) that the transmission delay between a source and a
destination is less than η is: 1 − e− ηd . When η = 4.6,
α = 0.99. When pi > 1, ηp is chosen to be 2.3 ms (for
which α = 0.90) and η = 4.6 + (pi − 1) × ηp. Values of pi
considered are: 1, 3, 7, and 10.
The objective of the experiments is to compare δD
and σS estimates, obtained using Equations (10) and (14)
respectively, with those observed in the simulations. Es-
timating δD or σS requires obtaining ρ from the specified
R (Section 4.1) using Eqn (3). Instead of assuming values
for R, meaningful ρ values are considered.
All destinations are correct and only the originator,
if at all, can crash in an experiment. Simulation ex-
periments aimed at comparing (δD, D) do not allow a
crash, and two crash types are considered for (σS , S)
comparisons.
1) Atomic Crash (AC). The originator crashes immedi-
ately after completing the msg transmission of copy
0. Since σS = u0(S) in Eqn (14), analytical estima-
tion indeed assumes AC.
2) Interrupting Crash. The originator crashes during the
msg transmission of copy 0 such that only a small
set of destinations msg receive copy 0. This set is
called the direct receivers and its size, DR, takes up
the values of: DR1 = 1, DR3 = 3, and DR5 = 5.
TABLE 1
Values Chosen for pi and ρ.
(pi, ρ) Reliability Estimate
(1,1), (1,2) 0.978, 0.999
(3,2), (3,3) 0.932, 0.996
(7,3) 0.991
(10,3) 0.987
We conducted 30 simulation experiments in total, un-
der 5 categories: correct originator and four forms of
originator crashes: AC, DR5, DR3 and DR1; for each
category, 6 combinations of (pi, ρ) values, as shown Table
1, are considered. The multicast reliability for each (pi, ρ),
estimated using Equation (3), is also listed.
Message Cost. In each simulation run, the total number
of msg transmissions of m carried out by all processes is
counted and the average over 10000 runs of an experi-
ment is computed as the message cost, or simply the cost,
of RMcast. It is expressed in terms of Multicasts (with
upper case M, not to be confused with multicast which
is a CS primitive for multicasting a packet).
With perfect Responsiveness and Selection provisions,
the cost should be (ρ + 1) and (ρ + 2) Multicasts when
the originator is and is not correct, respectively. Table
2 lists the cost measured in each experiment. A small
excess over these cost thresholds would indicate the
effectiveness of these provisions; for example, when the
originator is correct, which would be the normal case
in practice, the excess cost, the actual cost - the cost
threshold, is in the range [0.97, 1.55].
TABLE 2
Message Cost (in Multicasts).
(pi, ρ) Correct AC DR5 DR3 DR1
(1,1) 2.98 5.72 5.05 4.63 3.99
(1,2) 4.55 7.40 6.73 6.27 5.59
(3,2) 3.97 8.80 7.30 6.41 5.26
(3,3) 5.28 10.23 8.72 7.79 6.65
(7,3) 4.55 11.26 9.20 7.96 6.45
(10,3) 4.99 11.16 9.04 7.84 6.42
Latency Probabilities. Figure 2 presents the δD vs. D
for (pi = 1, ρ = 1). The continuous line represents δD
by estimation, and the dotted line that observed in the
simulations. Two points of interest can be observed.
The ’kink’ in the curves is due to the originator
msg transmitting copy 1 after η = 4.6 ms have elapsed
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following its msg transmission of copy 0. Secondly, the
cost is 2.98 Multicasts, just 0.98 on top of the originator’s
2 Multicasts. Consequently, the observed probabilities
are quite to close to the estimated ones (which assume
that no destination acts as a disseminator).
Figure 3 depicts σS vs. S for (pi = 1, ρ = 1), considering
the four crash possibilities. The estimation graph (the
continuous line in Fig 3), unlike the simulation graphs,
has a pronounced ‘flat part’ wherein σS hardly increases
for values of S in (6, 10]. This is explained below.
Estimations assume that the originator crash is of
type AC and that only one destination, the first one to
msg receive m, acts as the disseminator. With probability
σ6 = 0.65, all destinations msg receive the 1-packet m
from the originator within S = 6 ms of each other. The
destination disseminator msg transmits copy 0 after it
observes an elapse of (η + ω + ζ); the probability of ad-
ditional destinations msg receiving m from the originator
during the later part of this (η + ω + ζ) waiting period,
is small. Since ζ = η in estimations, σS hardly increases
from S = 6 ms to η + ω + ζ = 10.2 ms.
In simulations, however, several destinations dissemi-
nate as the excess cost indicate (which is 2.72 in the AC
case); moreover, their chosen ζ, distributed uniformly
on (0, η), can be close to 0. So, the AC graph (the
leftmost simulation graph) has no pronounced flatness
and starts getting larger than the estimated probabilities
for S > 5.6 = (η + ω).
While the pessimistic assumptions in analytical esti-
mations make AC probabilities larger than the estimates,
they are not pessimistic enough for the DR1 case (the
rightmost graph) where exactly one destination receives
copy 0 of m from the crashed originator. Thus, S cannot
be smaller than (η + ω + ζ). The DR1 probabilities are
therefore smaller than the estimates and do not reach 1
even asymptotically. The DR5 and DR3 probabilities are
between the two extreme cases: AC and DR1.
Figure 4 depicts σS vs. S for (pi = 10, ρ = 3). In cases
DRx, x = 1, 3, 5, the originator crashes while multicas-
ting the pith packet of copy 0, with only x destinations
receiving all pi packets. Note that the estimation graph is
flat for several ranges of S and the first flat part occurs
for smaller, near-zero values of σS . This is due to pi > 1
and also ρ > 1, as explained below.
When pi > 1, the likelihood of all destinations re-
ceiving all packets from the (AC-crashed) originator is
small; hence the first flat part occurs close to near-zero
values of σS . The flat parts end whenever the destination
disseminator msg transmits for ρ = 0, . . . , 3. (The last one
ends approximately at S = 180 close to σ = 1.) Further,
Approximation 4 exacerbates the flatness duration and
also accounts for the sharp rise when a flat part ends.
The probabilities observed in simulations are always
larger than the estimated ones, except for small values
of S in the DR1 case (the rightmost simulation graph).
The large observed probabilities are due to multiple
destinations acting as disseminators, as indicated by the
cost shown in brackets in Fig 4 (and also in the last row
of Table 2): the cost progressively increases as x in DRx
increases, and sharply for the AC case. Explanations for
this pattern of increase are presented below.
When more destinations msg receive copy 0 from the
crashed originator and also when pi is large, the Selection
provisions (waiting for ζ after the (η+ω) timeout) cannot
take effect immediately, leaving more destinations to
msg transmit copy 0. This is because, the pith packet re-
ceived determines the disseminator field of an assembled
m; the destinations waiting on ζ timeout may not receive
the pith packet(s) from the timed-out destinations early
enough to stop them acting as disseminators for copy 0.
A less obvious factor is additionally in play for the
AC case (the leftmost graph) and is responsible for the
noticeable cost increase from DR5 to AC. Suppose that pj
does not assemble copy 0 from the originator because it
did not receive, say, only the first packet of m. Following
the originator crash, when pi disseminates copy 0, pj will
assemble copy 0 of the originator as soon as it receives
the missing, first packet from pi; even if it later assembles
another copy 0 from pi, it will not re-set the timeout
(η + ω) for pi as the originator is senior to pi. Even if pj
were to receive pi’s pith packet of copy 1, (η+ω+ ζ) can
still elapse, because pj set the timeout immediately after
receiving pi’s first packet of copy 0.
Discrepancy and Predictive Accuracy. The discrepancy
θ measures the difference between the estimated and
observed latencies as a fraction of the latter. For a given
probability δ:
θδ =
(estimated D for δ − observed D for δ)
observed D for δ
, (18)
where estimated D is the maximum direct latency esti-
mated to be affordable with probability δ and the ob-
served D is the (smallest) interval within which δ×10000
simulation runs are observed to have their direct la-
tencies. This means that if a QoS request of (D,∆) is
assessed to be affordable, the subsequent RMCast(m) will
experience a latency within Dex with probability ∆:
Dex =
D
(1 + θ∆)
. (19)
Similarly, for a given probability σ:
θσ =
(estimated S for σ − observed S for σ)
observed S for σ
. (20)
If a QoS request of (S,Σ) is assessed to be affordable
and if the originator is not correct in the subsequent RM-
Cast(m), correct destinations will experience a secondary
latency within Sex = S(1+θΣ) with probability Σ.
When θ is positive, the experienced latency bound Dex
is smaller than D, the bound analytically estimated as
affordable; similarly, Sex < S. This means that if the
CS performance deteriorates between measurements and
actual multicast operations, there is room for coping with
the adversarial impact of these deteriorations. However,
if a positive θ is too large, then affordable QoS requests
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Fig. 2. δD vs. D; pi = 1 and ρ = 1. Fig. 3. σS vs. S; pi = 1 and ρ = 1.
Fig. 4. σS vs. S; pi = 10 and ρ = 3. Fig. 5. θδ vs. δ.
risk being rejected as unaffordable, when applications
specify both a latency bound and a probability, e.g., both
S and Σ; that is, specifying either one or neither would
eliminate the risk due to a positive θ being too large.
A negative θ, on the other hand, lets down what
RMSys promised to applications, even in the absence
of noise. In the limit, as θ → −1, analytical estimations
become hopelessly inadequate.
In Figure 5, θδ is mostly positive and hardly exceeds
0.4, except for (pi = 1, ρ = 2) where θδ mostly negative.
The spikes are due to the flatness in the probability
estimates for reasons described earlier. Note that a single
correct destination msg transmitting m (ρ + 1) times in
the estimations of σS is similar to the correct originator
doing the same in the estimations of δD. So, the ’kink’
observed in Fig. 2 for ρ = 1 constitutes a flat part with
flatness duration increasing with pi. Correspondingly,
the magnitude and the breadth of the spikes in Fig. 5
increase with pi.
Figures 6 and 7 depict θσ vs. σ for failures cases AC
and DR1 respectively. For AC, θσ is positive when σ >
0.68 with magnitude reaching upto 1.8 for large values
of σ; for DR1, θσ is mostly non-negative when σ > 0.85,
except (again) for the 1-packet case.
Based on simulation experiments, we can conclude
that (i) applications leave RMSys with room for handling
the adversarial impact of noise when they set R, ∆ and Σ
quite high (≥ 90%) which we believe would be the case;
(ii) they eliminate the risk of their affordable requests
being rejected as unaffordable by opting for default
targets on D and S; and, (iii) RMSys appears unable to
offer guarantees on latency bounds for 1-packet m.
These conclusions motivate the values chosen for the
cluster-based experiments which focus on single-packet
m. We will observe that some inevitable measurement
errors lead to a positive θ for 1-packet m as well.
7.2 Experiments in a Cluster Environment
We implemented RMSys over 8 PCs on a local computing
cluster. Trials were conducted on this cluster continu-
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Fig. 6. θσ vs. σ for AC. Fig. 7. θσ vs. σ for DR=1.
ously over a 36 hour period, from 9am on a Friday until
9pm on the following Saturday. On Friday, they ran at
the same time as the student practical sessions were on,
allowing our trials to take place when network traffic
was both heavy and light (during Friday evening).
Each PC also had the potential to be logged-on (re-
motely or otherwise) by students during Saturday; fur-
ther, the RMCast tasks were running with a normal pri-
ority. All these meant that the machines were subject to
fluctuating background workloads during experiments.
The network measurement component (NMC) works
as follows. For every four seconds, each node sends a
sequentially-numbered probe packet to the other seven,
and also responds to an incoming probe by sending an
ack packet that contains the probe’s sequence number.
On receiving an ack packet, the round trip time is
computed, half of which is taken as the one-way packet
delay (ξ) between the prober and the responder. Latest
ξ values so measured, one for every other node, are
included in the probes to be sent next. Thus, each node
learns the latest ξ values measured by other nodes.
After having received at least 5 probes (each contain-
ing seven ξ values) from every other node, the potential
probe period, PP, is initialized to the maximum ξ known.
It is subsequently updated whenever a new ξ value is
known by receiving an ack or a probe: new PP = 0.95 ×
current PP + 0.05 × (the new ξ). Thus, PP is initialized
typically within a minute of initializing RMSys and its
value is continually changing thereafter.
Once PP is initialized, sending of any probe is imme-
diately followed by recording the current value of PP
as the next probe period, NP. A probe sent to a node is
counted as ’lost’, if an ack is not received from that node
within 2 × NP ; the ξ value for a lost probe is assigned
−1 and is not used for updating PP nor for computing
delay distribution. If, however, an ack is received after
2 × NP , its ξ is used for updating PP and computing
delay distribution, but having counted it as a loss would
remain. This is because, its lost status may have already
contributed to estimating q (see below).
At the lapse of NP, a new probe is sent and a new NP
is recorded. Further, a sliding time window of duration
equal to the sum of at most 11−∆ latest NPs recorded.
This time window is the recent-past sub-epoch (see § 2)
and its duration increases with ∆.
Using the set of ξ values obtained (using acks received
for probes sent) and learnt (from incoming probes) dur-
ing the recent-past, the following are computed: P(ξ ≤
x) (in Eqn 7) as the ratio of the number of non-negative
ξ values not exceeding x to the total number of non-
negative values found in the set; d as P(ξ ≤ d) = 0.5; ω as
d′−d where P(ξ ≤ d′) = 0.75; ηp as 1−e−
ηp
d = 0.99; and, q
as the fraction of ξ values that are −1. Probes during the
trial reported wide variations in ξ values, indicating the
presence of noise. Occasionally, they experienced delays
of 10 to 100 times d; occurrences of these outliers did not
follow any regular pattern.
TABLE 3
Cost and Discrepancy
∆ ρ computed Multicasts θ∆
0.99 1 2.02 +0.5
0.999 1 2.38 +0.33
0.9999 2 3.08 +0.098
Each node invoked RMcast(m) for a single packet
m at an interval distributed uniformly on (0,8) seconds
throughout the 36 hour trial period; each request was
associated with R = 99.995% and ∆ = 99.0%, 99.90% or
99.99%. For each request, RMSys estimated ρ = dre for
the smallest r ≥ 99.995% (Eqn 3); it also estimated the
smallest D for δD ≥ ∆ (Eqn 10). The estimated D was
recorded, along with the actual time Dex for m to be
RMDelivered by every node, and the cost in Multicasts.
Table 3 presents the ρ values used, the cost and θ∆.
Late arriving acks lead to an over-estimation of q
which turns negative θ of simulations into positive ones.
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Recall that as ∆ increases, the set of ξ values used
for estimating delay distribution gets larger, and the
estimation tends to reflect the the actual distribution
more accurately; hence θ∆ decreases. Also, r increases
with ∆; however, ρ, ρ = dre, can increase only when
r raises above an integer value. So, ρ is the same even
when ∆ increases from 99% to 99.9% Finally, the excess
cost, Multicasts - (ρ+ 1), is small in [0.02, 0.38].
8 CONCLUSIONS
RMSys is more than just a reliable multicast system; it
offers attainable multicast delivery guarantees in prob-
abilistic terms. To this end, it not only monitors the CS
performance but also has provisions to cope with any
CS performance deterioration that might occur after a
multicast is launched. In the experiments reported here,
these provisions were found to be adequate for coping
with the delay fluctuations that occurred.
These guarantees allow RMSys to be extended easily
for order-preserving delivery of multicasts, as shown
in subsection 4.1. Such extensions admit a small, non-
zero probability of unsafe, out-of-order deliveries and
preserve the latency guarantees of RMSys; i.e., both
safety and liveness guarantees are probabilistic. These
features, we believe, would be suited to cluster-based
real-time applications (e.g., virtual environments [20]).
If RMSys is extended along the lines of Total/Trans [15],
safety is deterministically assured with no probabilistic
guarantees on ordering latencies. Such an extension, as
pointed out in § 1, would mostly require a single RM-
cast invocation for ordering a given m when processes
are multicasting frequently for order-information to be
piggy-backed. In RMSys, periodic probes can be used
for this piggy-backing when processes are not lively.
Our RMSys evaluation considered a small scale set-
up and the periodic transmission of probes could be
a bottleneck in scaling up. Gossiping is typically used
for scalability in information dissemination (see [21]). It
offers probabilistic guarantees on delivery (but not on
latency bounds) and is leveraged in [22] for probabilistic
total order amidst asynchrony. We propose that gossip-
style probing be used in a large scale set-up. Extending
RMSys for ordered delivery in small/large scale with
probabilistic/deterministic guarantees on safe ordering,
would be our future work. It would thus aim to seek
low-latency and low-overhead alternatives to Chubby
[12] - a worthy objective motivated in [23], [19].
The work presented here builds substantially on our
earlier work [24] where two distinct protocols were eval-
uated. It describes the better-performing one modified
for the cluster context which involves including ηp and
taking Approximation 4. Section 6 is re-done to incor-
porate these modifications. Other unpublished materials
in this paper are: Section 2, notification guarantees in
§ 4.1, sub-sections 5.3, 6.3, 7.1, 7.2 and Appendix B.
Another earlier one [25] considers only single-packet m
and observes the probability of uniform delivery [5], [3]
by RMSys to be quite high and larger than (1− −).
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APPENDIX A
PSEUDO CODE
Figures 8, 9 and 10 present the pseudo-code for pi which
is explained assuming (initially) that m is a 1-packet
message. As described in subsection 4.2, EC invokes
RMcast(m) after having set m.ρ, m.η, m.ω and m.pi to
appropriate values; the invocation is made also after
setting m.originator to i and m.sequenceNo to the source
sequence number assigned to m.
Invocation sets m.disseminator to i and m.copy = 0
(lines 1-2 in Figure 8). Then, (ρ + 1) multicasts of
m, each separated by η time, are made by invoking
msg transmit(m) with m.copy = 0, 1, . . . , ρ (lines 3-4).
Function msg transmit(m) fragments the supplied m
into m.pi packets and multicasts each packet. During
fragmentation, a packet of m inherits all RMcast-specific
control and parameter fields of m and is additionally
given a sequence number pktSeqNo (which is simply
1 when m.pi = 1). msg receive(m) is the counterpart of
msg transmit(m) at a destination end. It receives packets
from CS, assembles them into m (trivial when m.pi =1),
and the assembled m is passed onto the RMDeliver() part
of the protocol (line 5).
RMcast(m)
begin
(1) m.disseminator ← i;
(2) m.copy ← 0;
(3) repeat (ρ+ 1) times →
(4) {msg transmit(m); wait(η); m.copy ← m.copy + 1;}
end
Fig. 8. Pseudo-code for RMcast(m)
The code for RMDelivering m (figure 9) is structured
into two concurrently executed parts. The first part
handles a msg received message which involves setting
timeouts of two types: timeout1 for duration D (line 10)
and timeout2 for η+ω (line 22). The second part handles
expiration of these timeouts. Three integer variables and
a boolean are maintained for a msg received message m
distinguished by m.id:
max recdi(m.id) has the largest copy number which
pi has msg received so far; for brevity, we assume that pi
instantly msg receives any copy it msg transmits. Thus,
max recdi(m.id) has the largest copy number which pi
has handled for msg receiving or msg transmitting.
leaderi(m.id) has the index of the process expected to
msg transmit m with m.copy = max recdi(m) + 1.
last own mcasti(m.id) contains the copy number of m
which pi msg transmitted when it last acted as a dissemi-
nator. Note: last own mcasti(m.id) ≤ max recdi(m.id).
notified(m.id) is a boolean indicating whether a crash-
notification on m.originator has been made.
A msg received m calls for one or more of the following
four actions:
New m (lines 6-10): m is RMDelivered to application;
the three integer variables are initialized to −1, a value
RMDeliver()
begin
// message-handling part
cobegin
(5) msg receive(m);
(6) if new(m.id) →
begin
(7) deliver(m); max recdi(m.id)← leaderi(m.id)← −1;
(8) last own mcasti(m.id)← −1;
(9) notified(m.id)← false;
(10) set timeout1 for duration D;
end
(11) if (max recdi(m.id) = ρ ∧ notified(m.id)) →
(12) {discard m; EXIT;}
(13) if (m.disseminator = m.originator ∧
not notified(m.id)) →
begin
(14) notify(m.id, originator OK);
(15) notified(m.id)← true;
(16) cancel timeout1;
end
(17) if (m.copy = ρ) → {max recdi(m.id)← ρ;}
else
(18) if (m.copy > max recdi(m.id)) ∨
(19) (m.copy = max recdi(m.id) ∧
(m.disseminator = m.originator ∨
m.disseminator < leaderi(m.id))) →
begin
(20) max recdi(m.id)← m.copy;
(21) leaderi(m.id)← m.disseminator;
(22) set timeout2 for duration η + ω;
end
coend
cobegin
// timeouts triggered part
timeout1(m.id) ∧ (not notified(m.id)) −→
begin
(23) notified(m.id)← true;
(24) notify(m.id, originator Suspected) ;
end
timeout2(m) ∧ (max recdi(m.id) < ρ) −→
begin
(25) leaderi(m.id)← MAXINT;
(26) wait(ζ) ;
(27) if ((leaderi(m.id) = MAXINT)
∧(max recdi(m.id) < ρ)) →
(28) {leaderi(m.id)← i; create Disseminator(m);}
end
coend
end
Fig. 9. Pseudo-code for RMDeliver()
Disseminator(m)
begin
(29) while((max recdi(m.id) < ρ) ∧ (leaderi(m.id) = i)) do
(30) m.copy ← max{last own bcasti(m.id) + 1,
max recdi(m.id)};
(31) m.disseminator ← i; msg transmit(m);
(32) max recdi(m.id)← m.copy;
(33) last own mcasti(m.id)← m.copy;
(34) wait(η)
(35) od
(36) die; // the thread dies.
end
Fig. 10. Pseudo-code for thread Disseminator(m)
that a process index or a copy number cannot take;
notifiedi(m.id) to false; and, timeout1 is set for D.
Termination (lines 11-12): Processing of m completes
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when both max recdi(m.id) = ρ and notifiedi(m.id) =
true (line 11). Any copy of m received after completion
is discarded and the execution exits (line 12).
Notification (lines 13-16): If m.disseminator =
m.originator and if notified(m.id) is not true (line
13), application is notified (line 14) that the originator
is correct during RMcast(m). Subsequent setting of
notified(m.id) to true and cancelation of timeout1 (lines
15-16) ensure that the notification is made exactly once
for an RMDelivered m.
Selection (lines 17-22): If the msg received m has m.copy =
ρ, no further dissemination of m is needed and hence
max recdi(m.id) is simply set to ρ (line 17). Otherwise,
pi examines (lines 18, 19) whether it needs to relinquish
its disseminating role or change the disseminator from
which the next copy is expected. If so, timeout2 is re-
set for (η + ω); max recdi(m.id) and leaderi(m.id) are
updated appropriately (lines 20-22).
In the second, concurrent part, if timeout1 expires,
the application is notified that the originator of the
RMDelivered m may have crashed (lines 23-24).
When timeout2 expires, the Responsiveness concerns
are addressed: an additional waiting for ζ is set, during
which m with appropriate copy number from any dis-
seminator is admissible. So, leaderi(m.id) is set to some
maximum integer (MAXINT in line 25). If no such m
is received, process i appoints itself as a disseminator
and sets up a thread Disseminator(m) (lines 27-28). This
thread msg transmits m (lines 29-36) so long as pi sees
itself as the disseminator (i.e., leaderi(m.id) = i) and
max recdi(m.id) < ρ; otherwise, it dies (line 36).
A.1 Multi-packet Message
We will now consider that pi > 1 and present the pseudo-
code for msg transmit(m) and msg receive(m). Function
msg transmit(m) fragments m into pi packets and mul-
ticasts each packet using CS. Recall that the RMSys
component EC estimates the value of pi from the size
of m (see §4.2).
Each packet pkt carries its fragmentation number in
its field pkt.z, 1 ≤ pkt.z ≤ pi, and the value of pi in
pkt.zmx. Additionally, it carries all protocol-specific fields
of m from which it was fragmented. Let the fields of
a packet which carry m.id, m.copy and m.disseminator
be denoted as pkt.id, pkt.copy and pkt.disseminator, re-
spectively. Note that these three fields and pkt.z uniquely
identify a packet; when the former three are obvious, we
identify a packet simply using pkt.z as: pktpkt.z .
Figure 11 shows the pseudo-code for msg transmit(m):
in line 1.2, m is fragmented into pi packets which are then
multicast() in the order of pkt.z at ηp interval between
them (line 1.3). (ηp, ηp × (pi − 1) < η.)
Figure 12 presents the pseudo-code for msg receive(m).
This function stores in pkt store all those packets posted
by CS (lines 2.1 and 2.2). It assembles m (lines 2.5 and
2.6) once all distinct pi packet fragments with the same
pkt.id = m.id are present in pkt store, and this feasibility
msg transmit(m)
begin
(1.1) pi ← m.pi;
(1.2) {pkt1, pkt2, . . ., pktpi } ← fragment(m,pi);
(1.3) for (z = 1 to pi) do multicast(pktz); wait(ηp) od
end
Fig. 11. Pseudo-code for msg transmit(m)
check is done in lines 2.3 and 2.4. An assembled m takes
its m.copy and m.disseminator values from pkt.copy and
pkt.disseminator respectively of the pith packet used in
assembling that m (lines 2.7 and 2.8). (Note: the pith
packet is multicast last in the msg transmission of m -
see line 1.3 in Fig 11.)
msg receive()
begin
// packet receiving part
cobegin
(2.1) receive(pkt);
(2.2) store(pkt, pkt store);
coend
// message assembly part
cobegin
(2.3) ∃PKT ⊆ pkt store:
(2.4) (∀pkt, pkt′ ∈ PKT :
pkt.id = pkt′.id
∧ pkt.z 6= pkt′.z
∧ |PKT | = pkt.pi) −→
begin
(2.5) pi ← |PKT |;
(2.6) m ← assemble(PKT, pi);
(2.7) m.copy ← pktpi .copy;
(2.8) m.disseminator ← pktpi .disseminator;
(2.9) return(m) ;
(2.10) remove(pktpi , pkt store);
(2.11) set timeout(m.id) for duration S;
end
// garbage collection
timeout(m.id) −→
begin
(2.12) ∀pkt : (pkt.id = m.id ∧
pkt ∈ pkt store) −→
(2.13) remove(pkt, pkt store);
end
coend
end
Fig. 12. Pseudo-code for msg receive()
The pith packet supplying m.copy and m.disseminator
values to an assembled m is used only once for assem-
bling m; soon after its single use, it is removed from
pkt store (line 2.10). Thereby, m is never returned more
than once for the same m.copy and m.disseminator val-
ues. The packets with pkt.z < pi remain in pkt store until
garbage collection (lines 2.12-2.13) which is triggered
when timeout, set in line 2.11 for S, expires. When pi = 1,
garbage collection is not required.
An Example. Figure 13 explains the role of the pith packet
in message assembly. It is assumed that ρ = 2 and pi = 3;
a packet with sequence number z which belongs to copy
k of m is denoted as pktkz , where 1 ≤ z ≤ pi = 3 and
0 ≤ k ≤ ρ = 2. The originator msg transmits 3 copies of m
(i.e., k = 0, 1 and 2) at η intervals, and each msg transmit
involves pi = 3 packets being multicast at ηp interval. For
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Fig. 13. Role of pith Packet in Assemblingm (ρ = 2,pi = 3)
clarity, the figure shows the second and third packets of
each copy being multicast together with the first packet.
Following the first msg transmission of m (i.e., copy 0
of m), msg receive of a destination with index i receives
pkt01 and pkt03, but not pkt02. So, m cannot be assembled
until pktk2 for some k is available.
The second msg transmission of m allows pkt12 and pkt13
to be received from CS. Using {pkt01, pkt12, pkt03}, m,
m.copy = 0, is assembled and returned; also using {pkt01,
pkt12, pkt13}, m, m.copy = 1 is assembled and returned.
Note that pkt01 and pkt12 are being used more than once.
Finally, the third msg transmission of m allows pkt21
and pkt22 to be received. m, m.copy = 2 cannot be
assembled, because pkt23 is not available and neither pkt03
nor pkt13 can be re-used.
APPENDIX B
PROTOCOL PROPERTY
A useful property of the protocol, mentioned in Subsec-
tion 5.3, is established here. It holds only in invocations
deemed to be of ‘interest’ and hence we will focus
only on them: invocations that lead to at least one
disseminator completing the protocol (see also Section
4).
The Property. Following an invocation of RMcast(m),
copy k of m, for each k, 0 ≤ k ≤ ρ−1, is msg transmitted
at least once without being interrupted by the crash of
the msg transmitting process.
As defined in § 5.3, msg transmission is called crash-free
if it is not interrupted by the crash of the corresponding
msg transmitting process, and crash-interrupted otherwise.
The property above assures that at least one crash-free
msg transmission of copy k for all k except ρ.
We omit the obvious cases for which the property is
shown to hold (see Discussions in § 5.3) and focus on
the less obvious one: the originator crashes during or
straight after its msg transmission of copy k′, 0 ≤ k′ ≤ ρ−
1. Theorem 1 shows that the originator crash is followed
by at least one crash-free msg transmission for every copy
k, k′ ≤ k ≤ ρ− 1.
Recall that last own mcasti(m.id) contains the largest
copy number of m which any pi msg transmitted, if
it has ever last acted as a disseminator; otherwise
last own mcasti(m.id) = -1, the initial value.
Recall also that max recdi(m.id) has the largest
copy number which any pi has msg received so far.
Hence, when pi is assumed to instantly msg receive
any copy it msg transmits, last own mcasti(m.id) ≤
max recdi(m.id) holds for any pi at any moment during
the execution.
The above invariant is upheld within the pseudo-code
as well, as highlighted below. last own mcasti(m.id),
after initialization (to -1), is updated only at line 33
after the preceding msg transmission of m (in line 31) is
completed crash-free. Thus, in fact, it holds the largest
copy number that pi msg transmitted crash-free. Simi-
larly, max recdi(m.id) holds the largest copy number
that pi either msg transmitted in a crash-free manner
(line 32) or msg received (lines 18-20). So, for any pi:
last own mcasti(m.id) ≤ max recdi(m.id).
Definition: Deutero-Originator. A destination that
msg transmits copy k, k > 0, without ever having re-
ceived that copy from any other process, is called a
deutero-originator for k and is denoted as DOk.
For a DOk, its Disseminator() thread generates copy
k (line 30) out of a copy received earlier with a smaller
number. Consider the moment when the thread of DOk
generates copy k in line 30; the thread must have:
maximum{last own mcast(m.id) + 1, max recd(m.id)}
= k. By definition of DOk, max recd(m.id) <
k. Since max recd(m.id) ≥ last own mcast(m.id),
last own mcast(m.id) = k − 1. This means that the
thread of DOk has earlier msg transmitted copy (k − 1)
and set its last own mcast(m.id) and max recd(m.id) to
k − 1; after having waited for η time (line 34), it is now
msg transmitting copy k. So we claim:
Claim 1: Just before a DOk, k > 0, msg transmits copy k,
it had carried out a crash-free msg transmission of copy
(k − 1) and had set max recd(m.id) to (k − 1).
Lemma 1: If some destination had set max recd(m.id)
to k, k > 0, and if the originator crashed without ever
msg transmitting copy k, then a DOk must exist.
Proof: By contradiction. If a DOk does not exist, the
originator must msg transmit copy k, otherwise no des-
tination can set max recd(m.id) = k.
Theorem 1: Consider an invocation in which the
originator of m crashes during or straight after its
msg transmission of copy k′, 0 ≤ k′ ≤ ρ − 1 and some
destination completes the protocol. The originator crash
is followed by at least one crash-free msg transmission
for every copy k, k′ ≤ k ≤ ρ− 1.
Proof: A destination pi completes the protocol when it
has max recdi(m.id) = ρ and notifiedi(m.id) = true
(line 11). Let k′ + 1 = ρ. Since the originator did not
msg transmit copy ρ and pi has max recd(m.id) = ρ,
by claim 1, DOρ exists. By claim 1, DOρ msg transmits
copy k′, k′ = ρ − 1, crash-free and also sets its
max recd(m.id) = ρ− 1.
Let k′ + 1 = ρ − 1, i.e., the originator did not
msg transmit copy ρ − 1. By claim 1 and Lemma 1, a
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DOρ−1 msg transmits copy k′, k′ = ρ− 2, crash-free and
sets max recd(m.id) = ρ − 2. This can be repeated for
every copy (k′ + 1) > 0 which the originator did not
msg transmit, to show that copy k′ is msg transmitted
crash-free. With more than one DOk′+1 possible, it can
be claimed that at least one crash-free msg transmission
occurs for every k, k′ ≤ k ≤ ρ− 1.
